
 

 
 
Our ref: 3409/19 
 
Police Force 
01 January 2017 – 01 January 2018 and 01 January 2018 – 01 January 2019 
1.            How many police officers were employed by this force? 
 
This information can be found online via the following link; 
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/police-workforce-open-data-tables  
 
Child Arrests and Charging Decisions 
01 January 2017 – 01 January 2018 and 01 January 2018 – 01 January 2019 
 
 
1.            How many children were arrested by this force? 
2.            How many of the arrests resulted in drugs-related charges? 
3.            How many of the arrests resulted in theft-related charges? 
4.            How many of the arrests resulted in offensive weapons/bladed articles charges? 
 
Please see the below table showing arrests for children under 18 years, 01/01/2017 to 31/12/2018. 
 

Year Arrests 
Charged for  

Drugs offence 
Charged for  

Theft offence 

Charged for  
Possession of 

weapons 

2017 3,854 59 121 73 

2018 3,834 49 108 73 

 
 
Notes          
Figures represent the number of arrests made (not individuals) during the period where:   
 - the detainee was aged under 18 at the time of arrest  
One individual may have been arrested for multiple offences       
Offences charged based on the following offences:         
    Drugs:          
        Possession of drugs          
        Trafficking in controlled drugs          
    Theft:          
        Bicycle theft          
        Other theft          
        Shoplifting          
        Theft from the person          
    Possession of weapons          
One arrest may result in charges for multiple offences       
These figures may be subject to further investigation and will therefore change over time   
Crime classifications based on Home Office Counting Rules for Recorded Crime 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counting-rules-for-recorded-crime     
      
 
5.            How many of the arrested children were referred to the National Referral Mechanism to be 
assessed as trafficking or slavery victims? This includes children who were charged or released under 
investigation; and those the police took no further action against. 
 
Unfortunately, West Yorkshire Police are unable to provide you with the information requested, this is 
exempt by virtue of Section 23 (1) Security Bodies. Please see Appendix A, for the full legislative 
explanation as to why West Yorkshire Police are unable to provide the information.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/police-workforce-open-data-tables
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counting-rules-for-recorded-crime


 

 

Human trafficking and slavery training  
01 January 2017 – 01 January 2018 and 01 January 2018 – 01 January 2019  
1. Please specify the contents of the mandatory training courses (the names of the courses were 
disclosed in response to Hestia’s FOI). 

At the time of this request there are no “Mandatory” Modern slavery training packages. However 
West Yorkshire Police created a Modern Slavery ilearn package – Internet based learning tool and 
resource package. This is a 3 Hour Modern Slavery general awareness session, NCALT Modern 
Slavery package. In this training package officers learn about:  

 The Modern Slavery Act 2015 – Section 1 – Slavery, Servitude and Forced or Compulsory 
Labour – Legal definitions 

 Section 2 – Human Trafficking – Legal Definition 

 Section 3 – Meaning of Exploitation 

 Sentences 

 Section 45 Defence (Including Schedule 4 offences) 

 Section 52 Duty to Notify – Including the process 

 Palermo Protocol – Act Means & Purpose 

 Victim Signs and Indicators 

 The use of interpreters 

 Exploitation types including, Forced Labour, Sexual Exploitation, Domestic Servitude, Organ 
Harvesting, Forced Marriage, Benefit Fraud, Criminal Exploitation, County Lines including more 
recently “Squaring” and cuckooing. 

 Suspect – Methods of control 

 Barriers to disclosure 

 The National Referral Mechanism  

 The NRM Referral process 

 Victim Support – Salvation Army’s role 

 National and local Case studies 

2. Please confirm whether the mandatory training courses included:  
(a) The legal definition of human trafficking and slavery;  

Yes in all of our training packages, the legal definitions are clearly covered.  

 
(b) Trafficking/slavery indicators;  

Yes in all of our training packages, signs and indicators are clearly covered.  

 
(c) The duty of police officers to identify and refer crime suspects who may be potential victims of  
trafficking or slavery to the National Referral Mechanism;  



 

Yes we cover the Section 45 defence and officers duty when dealing with crime suspects who may be 
potential victims of trafficking. The guidance is always to treat that individual as a victim and provide 
support via an NRM referral.  

 
(d) How to refer crime officers suspects who may be potential victims to the National Referral 
Mechanism;  
and  

Yes. This is covered in the training packages and during classroom based training sessions officers are 
given working examples and scenarios to secure this learning.  

 
(e) The non-punishment principle (as enshrined in international and domestic law) – which requires 
police to refer crime suspects who may be potential victims, rather than to prematurely charge them. 

Yes, this is covered as above during the Section 45 defence part of the training session.  

3. Please confirm the duration and mode (i.e. lecture/e-learning) of the mandatory training courses.  

Classroom based training sessions are 3 hours in total and these are delivered by way of powerpoint 
presentation, training videos, group work based on scenarios case studies and knowledge checks are 
completed in the form of table top exercises. The training is followed up with a direction to the modern 
slavery ilearn as a resource and reference tool. 

 
4. Please confirm whether police officers were required to attend Continuing Professional Development 
sessions on human trafficking and slavery, or whether the mandatory courses were limited to one 
session only. 

This is only mandated for Studen Officers, Police Officers are not mandated to attend continuing 
professional development courses on modern slavery and human trafficking (MSHT). The Officers are 
not limited to only attending one training session on MSHT. We also have partner agencies that deliver 
multi agency training sessions around MSHT which officers can also voluntarily attend. 

5. Please confirm how many police officers from your force attended and studied the mandatory course 
sessions.  

Approximately 1,000. 

 
6. Please confirm how police officers’ attendance and study of the mandatory course were monitored.  

The courses are not mandatory however, Officers will have signed an attendance sheet for classroom 
based training sessions. For the NCALT training their details are recorded and saved on an internal 
report. 

 
7. Please confirm how police officers’ understanding and competence in this course was examined.  

The NCALT training and West Yorkshire Police ilearn has a knowledge check. The classroom based 
training learning comes via case study feedback during the session. 

 
8. If police officers were examined on this course, please confirm how many police officers successfully 
passed it.  
9. If police officers were not examined on this course – why not?  

As the training is not mandated there is no “pass or fail” type exam however in classroom based training 
sessions the scenarios are fed back by the officers and any misunderstandings or incorrect feedback is 
explored until the officer is able to demonstrate their understanding.  



 

Appendix A 
  
The Freedom of Information Act 2000 creates a statutory right of access to information held by public 
authorities.  A public authority in receipt of a request must, if permitted, state under Section 1(a) of  the 
Act, whether it holds the requested information and, if held, then communicate that information to the 
applicant under Section 1(b) of the Act.  
  
The right of access to information is not without exception and is subject to a number of exemptions 
which are designed to enable public authorities, to withhold information that is unsuitable for release. 
Importantly the Act is designed to place information into the public domain. Information is granted to one 
person under the Act, it is then considered public information and must be communicated to any 
individual, should a request be received.  
  
DECISION  
  
Your request for information has been considered and I regret to inform you that West Yorkshire Police 
cannot comply.  This letter serves as a Refusal Notice under Section 17 of the Freedom of Information 
Act 2000.    
  
Section 17 of the Act provides:  
  
(1)  A public authority which, in relation to any request for information, is to any extent relying on a claim 
that information is exempt information must, within the time for complying with Section 1(1), give the 
applicant a notice which:-  
  
(a) States the fact,  
(b) Specifies the exemption in question, and  
(c) States (if that would not otherwise be apparent) why the exemption applies.  
  
REASONS FOR DECISION  
  
The reason that we are unable to provide you with this information is covered by the following   
Exemption:  
  
Section 23 (1) Security Bodies 
 
Section 23 is an absolute class based exemption, therefore there is no requirement to articulate harm 
(prejudice) or a public interest test. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


